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PreK–Grade 12
Real-World Topics
Real Student ENGAGEMENT

When a student is engaged, they aren’t just building skills for today—they’re becoming learners for life. With Scholastic Magazines+, you get relevant, high-interest articles that spark student interest and conversation all year long. And the magazines are just the beginning! Extend learning, differentiate instruction, and support SEL with our flexible, easy-to-implement digital platform—included with every subscription.

PreK–K

**My Big World™**
PreK

Early Learning
Open a world of wonder and discovery with simple, seasonal nonfiction, and fun, hands-on activities made just for preschoolers.

18 issues + archive
$5.50 per student—Print + Digital
$4.95 per student—Digital-Only
scholastic.com/mybigworld

**Let’s Find Out®**
Kindergarten

Early Learning
Build early-learning skills with fun, seasonal nonfiction on your science, social studies, and social-development themes.

32 issues + archive
$5.99 per student—Print + Digital
$5.39 per student—Digital-Only
scholastic.com/lfo

AVAILABLE IN SPANISH!

To order, visit www.scholastic.com/magazines or call 1-800-SCHOLASTIC (1-800-724-6527).
Choose the subscription that's right for you! **Digital-Only** or **Print + Digital**

### Grades 1–6

#### Scholastic News®
Grades 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5/6
Cross-Curricular
Bring the world into your classroom with engaging science, social studies, and current-events stories.
Gr. 1–2: 32 issues + archive
Gr. 3–6: 20 issues + archive
$5.99 per student—Print + Digital
$5.39 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/jn](http://scholastic.com/jn)

#### Storyworks®
Grades 1, 2, 3, and 4–6
English Language Arts
Spark curiosity and unlock a love of reading with captivating multigenre stories and powerful teaching support you won't find anywhere else.
6 issues + archive
$8.49 per student—Print + Digital
$7.65 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/sn](http://scholastic.com/sn)

#### SuperScience®
Grades 3–6
Science & Literacy
 Seamlessly integrate science into any lesson with high-interest science stories and meaningful literacy connections.
6 issues + archive
$7.49 per student—Print + Digital
$6.75 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/superscience](http://scholastic.com/superscience)

#### DynaMath®
Grades 3–5
Math & Literacy
Math is fun to learn and easy to teach with our real-world math stories and data-driven practice problems.
6 issues + archive
$6.99 per student—Print + Digital
$6.25 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/dynamath](http://scholastic.com/dynamath)

### Grades 6–12

#### SuperScience®
Grades 3–6
Science & Literacy
 Seamlessly integrate science into any lesson with high-interest science stories and meaningful literacy connections.
6 issues + archive
$7.49 per student—Print + Digital
$6.75 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/superscience](http://scholastic.com/superscience)

#### Junior Scholastic®
Grades 6–8
Current Events/Social Studies
Help your students make sense of what's happening in our world with high-interest articles on current events, history, and civics.
10 issues + archive
$9.99 $8.49 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99 $7.65 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/junior](http://scholastic.com/junior)

#### Scholastic Scope®
Grades 6–8
English Language Arts
Build strong readers, writers, and thinkers with powerful stories that speak to teens. Six or more genres in every issue!
8 issues + archive
$9.99 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic.com/scope](http://scholastic.com/scope)

To order, visit [www.scholastic.com/magazines](http://www.scholastic.com/magazines) or call 1-800-SCHOLASTIC (1-800-724-6527).
Grades 7–12 (online version for Grades 4–6)

**Art**
Go beyond the old masters with rich stories on classic and contemporary artists from diverse cultures, movements, and eras.
6 issues + archive
$9.99  $8.99 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99  $7.65 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic Art](https://www.scholastic.com/art)

**Scholastic Action**
Grades 6–12 (reading level 3–5)

**Reading Intervention**
Give your striving readers the stories and support they deserve with the only thrilling, cross-genre magazine written just for them.
8 issues + archive
$9.99  $8.99 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99  $8.55 per student—Digital-Only
[Scholastic Action](https://www.scholastic.com/action)

**Choices**
Grades 7–12

**Social & Emotional Learning/Health**
Empower students to make positive decisions with the latest health and SEL advice, delivered in a down-to-earth tone teens can relate to.
8 issues + archive
$9.99  $8.99 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99  $8.55 per student—Digital-Only
[Choices](https://www.scholastic.com/choices)

**The New York Times Upfront**
Grades 9–12

**Current Events**
Help your students make sense of news and social studies topics with world-class journalism just for teens.
13 issues + archive
$9.99 per student—Print + Digital
$8.99 per student—Digital-Only
[The New York Times Upfront](https://www.scholastic.com/upfront)

World Language Magazines  Grades 7–12

Get your students excited to learn Spanish or French with our immersive World Language Magazines. Each one is meticulously crafted to improve vocabulary and comprehension with articles and activities made just for your students’ level of proficiency.

**Spanish Magazines** 6 issues + archive
- ¿Qué Tal?—Level 1
- Ahora—Level 2
- El Sol—Level 3

**French Magazines** 5 issues + archive
- Allons-y !—Level 1
- Bonjour—Level 2
- Ça Va ?—Level 3
- Chez Nous—Level 4

$8.25 per student—Print + Digital
$7.45 per student—Digital-Only
[World Language Magazines](https://www.scholastic.com/wlm)

To order, visit [www.scholastic.com/magazines](http://www.scholastic.com/magazines) or call 1-800-SCHOLASTIC (1-800-724-6527).